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LIFE

  Across
 4 Oblige to provide 

lodgings? (11)
 11 Spanish food of peas 

cooked with everybody 
inside (7)

 14 Gave a present that’s not 
about to be old-fashioned 
(5)

 19 Complaint made by one 
head about pupils (7)

 21 Smoke in the Tube (4)
 23 Whirlwind Frank making 

Tony hop (7)
 24 Duck having twitch of the 

ear (4)
 25 Yes, indeed. Under 50% 

(3,4)
 30 Performers in drag? (3,4)
 31 Army reserve repeated  

so long (2-2)
 32 Angered, upset (7)
 34 Zealously disregarding 

odd characters last month 
in Israel (4)

 35 Oven-proof glassware at 
start inducing a fever (7)

 37 Panorama of number in 
Rome by station (5)

 41 Season performing with 
one spicy piece (9)

 43 Average building also 
created shade (7)

 44 Strict tutor with a bad 
cause of sneezing (11)

  Down
 1 Dogmatic idea – no point 

shifting (11)
 2 Stroll? – Right! Stroll! (6)
 3 Parry with short sword  

in both hands (5)

 5 One tight-lipped about 
stuff changing hands (4)

 6 Caribbean islands  
always covered in gas (4)

 7 Watch screen (7)
 8 Retainer, maybe, and 

expert (3,4)
 9 Wear and tear to train.  

It seems wrong (9)
 10 Page in dissertation on 

G&S’s first collaboration 
(7)

 17 Course for fault-finders? 
(7)

 20 Supports Nationalist 
during gymnastic exercises 
(7)

 22 Daytime in New York, say, 
with one like Oscar (9)

 27 Storm off for alfresco 2 
(4,3)

 28 I came from Rome,  
my lad, for game (7)

 29 Demo note F1 driver  
holds (7)

 33 Fan present after victory 
(6)

 36 Butcher has ox tongue (5)
 38 Past production of short 

gaiter (4)
 39 In Belize, Roberts makes 

a duck (4)

A first prize of £30 and two 
runners-up prizes of £20 for the 
first correct solutions opened on 
11 September. Please scan or 
photograph entries and email 
them (including the crossword 
number in the subject field) to 
crosswords@spectator.co.uk,  
or post to: Crossword 2619, 
The Spectator, 22 Old Queen 
Street, London SW1H 9HP. 
Please allow six weeks for 
prize delivery. The dictionary 
prize is not available at present. 

Crossword 
2619:  
All Grieg to me  
by Doc 

their instinct to survive was never lost
while waiting in suspended animation.
A petri dish assists their new nativity
and soon they squirm, they eat, they reproduce,
we see, through their asexual activity,
a hundred wriggling progeny let loose.
We’ll study them for hints, how to survive
the worst extremes of climate change, we may
discover all we need to stay alive,
with luck these nematodes will show the way.
It seems the measure of our earthly term
may hang upon the habits of a worm.
Sylvia Fairley

We have arrived. We’ve made the news. 
We’re sought for TV interviews.
Millennia old, long-time thought lost,
We popped up from the Permafrost. 

We’re not advanced. We’re nematodes.
We do not write romantic odes.
We cannot claim a Nobel Prize.
We very rarely theorise.

Sweet music à la Liszt or Brahms?
We don’t have that, or nuclear arms,
And unlike humans in the main,
We live in glacial terrain.

We do what eelworms gotta do.
We live and die ignored by you, 
Yet time and circumstance portend
That we’ll consume you in the end.
Basil Ransome-Davies

You’ve resurrected us – for what?
If this is ‘life’ we’d rather not. 
Our crunchy, munchy lunch of soil
was innocent of motor oil.
When we popped up for air the smell
was leafy-fresh, not rank as Hell
and if we chose to move around
we didn’t risk a battleground.
(The woolly mammoth, true, had weight
but he was most considerate
unlike your mammoth, built of steel.
Remember, we predate the wheel.)
That world, though not quite Paradise,
was wholesome, clean and, frankly, nice,
and had so much of what you lack.
Do us a favour; put us back!
D.A. Prince

Two lowly worms for aeons were asleep
Encased in ice and given up for dead
But somehow chance permitted them to keep
Their simple life within an icy bed.
So they awoke from dark antiquity
To cast their forty thousand years aside.
Their resurrection to modernity
May offer science secrets that they hide
Of times when dinosaurs were commonplace
And giant beasts had not encountered man.
Within their bodies there may be a trace
Of matter telling how their life began.
If prehistoric worms can live again
Tomorrow we might chat with ancient men.
Frank McDonald

NO. 3316: TAKE FIVE

You are invited to recast Rishi Sunak’s five 
pledges in verse form. Please email entries 
of up to 16 lines to lucy@spectator.co.uk by 
midday on 6 September.
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SOLUTION TO 2616: ATOMIC SCORERS

The thirteen unclued lights are the name of COMPOSERS 
whose initial letters are A to M.

First prize Stephen Rice, London SW1
Runners-up C.R. Haigh, Hassocks, West Sussex; 
Lynne Gilchrist, Willoughby, NSW, Australia

Name     
 
Address     

    

    

    

  

The unclued lights, (four of two 
words), when arranged correct-
ly, yield a famous TV quota-
tion. One word does double 
duty; ignore an apostrophe too. 
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